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SKIRI TROPHY’S GOT TALENT
ARTIST 'PASS PASS' TO ENTERTAIN YOUNG KIDS 

Italy's Val di Fiemme to host the Skiri Trophy XCountry on 21 and 22 January
Four categories on track plus the Revival event
Italian renowned artist 'Pass Pass' to entertain everyone with several shows
Clowning and puppetry marry sport and snow: Pass Pass is a Master!


Young Cross-Country skiers prepare yourselves, the Skiri Trophy XCountry will get back on track next 21 and 22 January in Val di Fiemme - Italy. It will be the 34th time in history and as in the past years, Baby, Cuccioli, Ragazzi and Allievi categories plus several former participants in the Revival event will be enjoying the great snow event in Italy's Trentino region along with their families, friends and teams from all over the world.
The GS Castello organising group knows how to please its guests and all the young skiers. In fact, after the opening ceremony and the fireworks on Saturday evening, the notorious Italian artist 'Pass Pass' – real name Jean Pierre Bianco – will be entertaining everyone at the main theatre in Tesero at 8.30PM.
Pass Pass is not just a clown. Pass Pass's proclaimed aim in his art is to mix puppetry and clowning, and what it turns out is something full of energy and fun, and the space between artist and audience simply disappears. 
'Being a nomad – claims Pass Pass – gave me the opportunity to learn a lot in so-called academic environments, but also to meet the eyes and the knowledge of a few Masters. I feel privileged and fortunate to have the chance of doing what I do, my job is endless and my mission in this world is very simple: to make people laugh and enjoy their time, cause laughing is such a serious business'. 
Music, poetry, strange figures and flying objects make Pass Pass reflect people's feelings. He is an heroic figure, but also very timid and melancholic, ironic and big, small, romantic and sentimental. He lives his life inside a concrete world, and at the same time he sees it from outside. The show of Pass Pass is dedicated to love for life, the same love and passion young kids feel when they wear a pair of skis and dive into the magic atmosphere of XC skiing.
Pass Pass will be performing during the race days during the next Skiri Trophy XCountry, beside the tracks as well as in theatre. He has been around for many years, he made his television debut by taking part into Italia's Got Talent show, he's a super positive charachter and he's ready to entertain families and kids at the Italian event next 21 and 22 January.
Info: www.skiritrophy.com


